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A: To protect your source code from spambots, you can use mod_rewrite to modify the URL to look like: This way, bots are unable to read the contents of
the file. The Jerusalem Post cnxps.cmd.push(function () { cnxps({ playerId: '36af7c51-0caf-4741-9824-2c941fc6c17b'

}).render('4c4d856e0e6f4e3d808bbc1715e132f6'); }); A report from a British human rights organization claims that the IDF has been “violently
suppressing” medical treatment for wounded Palestinians in the Gaza Strip.The report, which includes interviews with wounded Palestinians in Gaza, claims

that the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) uses ambulances to transport Palestinians to the Rafiah hospital if they are wounded. But, upon arrival, the IDF
separates the wounded from their companions, arrests them and takes them to Hadassah Hospital for Medical Treatment in Jerusalem – and not to

Rafiah.Palestinians are “forced to walk for miles to be treated” and “ultimately dumped at Hadassah Hospital without medical attention or the help of family
members,” according to the report.The report goes on to claim that the IDF uses ambulances to take civilians to Rafiah only to round them up, arrest them

and take them to Hadassah Hospital as well. It states: “We verified this by interviewing many of the victims of the raid in Gaza who were given little choice
but to walk to Rafiah.”The report also alleged that Palestinians are forbidden from using ambulances as their own means of transportation unless they are in
actual need of emergency care.The UN Special Coordinator for the Middle East Peace Process, Nickolay Mladenov, said that the treatment of Palestinians
in the Gaza Strip is “extremely problematic” and that Israel is “using ambulances to drive people to prisons.”“We are aware of a pattern of behavior by the

Israeli security forces of using ambulances to drive people to prisons. We will look into this complaint and we will use this complaint to hold Israel
accountable,” he said.Israel’s Ministry of Health refused to comment on the matter.Q: How to
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